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On-Line Algorithms – F19 – Lecture 11

Lecture, March 20

We continued with the paper on the relative worst order ratio applied to
paging. Starting at the beginning of Section 4, we will covered through
Corollary 1. Then we covered Section 6.

Lecture, March 27

Continuing with the paper on the relative worst order ratio, we will begin
with Section 3. Then, we will cover the definitions for relatedness and weakly
comparable in Section 2 and Theorems 7 and 8 of Section 5.

Lecture, April 2

If we didn’t finish with Theorems 7 and 8 of Section 5, as planned for March
27, we will do that. Then we will begin on the k-server problem from Chapter
10 in the textbook.

Problems for April 1

1. The problems not finished on March 26.

2. Show that the competitive ratio for any deterministic paging algorithm
with look-ahead ` is at least k, the size of the cache.

3. Consider the Online Vertex Cover problem: Vertices arrive one at at
time, along with the names of all vertices that have already arrived, to
which they are adjacent. Thus, when a vertex arrives, the algorithm
knows nothing about which future vertices it might be adjacent to.
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Each vertex must be accepted or rejected when it arrives. The algo-
rithm must accept some set C which is a vertex cover (a vertex cover
is a set of vertices such that all edges in the graph are incident to at
least on vertex in C), or the cost is ∞. If a vertex cover is accepted,
the cost is the number of vertices accepted. The goal is to minimize
the cost. Let n denote the number of vertices in the graph.

(a) Give an adversary argument proving a deterministic lower bound
of n− 1 on the competitive ratio.

(b) Give pseudocode for a deterministic algorithm obtaining the ratio
n− 1.

(c) Use Yao’s principle to show a randomized lower bound against
oblivious adversaries of Ω(n). Consider the following set of n/2
sequences, each given equal probability: Sequence i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n/2,
has no edges other than edges from vertex i to all of the last n/2
vertices.

4. Using relative worst order analysis, compare First-Fit and Worst-Fit
for the classical bin packing problem (trying to minimize the number of
bins used). Worst-Fit is the algorithm which places an item in the most
empty open (already used) bin, if it fits in any open bin. Otherwise it
opens a new bin.

5. Lemma 4 in the article “The relative worst order ratio applied to pag-
ing” does not hold if the conservative algorithm is allowed look-ahead.
How do you know this? Where does the proof fail?

6. Find another sequence which would separate LRUs and FWFs behavior
under the relative worst order ratio. (It’s not necessary to get as large
a ratio as the one in the article. Try for 3/2.)

7. Try defining an algorithm which is based on FIFO and uses look-ahead.
What is its relative worst order ratio compared to FIFO? To LRU?
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